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Newsletter, July 21, 2021 

Dear Friends, 

In the May newsletter you could admire our colleagues Tooba and Nassiba going up to a class in the 

Kabul mountain district of Shindoval. We had the same pleasure shortly after our arrival in Kabul 

together with the journalists from “Zeitenspiegel” and some colleagues from OFARIN. At the state 

schools, classes had been suspended because of Corona. OFARIN's schools are not state-run. 

Nevertheless, we had asked our classes to close as well. But not all of them followed this request of 

our office. Especially on the steep slopes of Schindowal, some classes for adult women insisted that 

their classes take place. 

This was fortunate for our visitors. They were able to visit full classes and interview female students 

and teachers. But this prize was not to be had without diligence. First, we had to go up there. Again 

and again, we stopped and struggled for air. Again and again, Ghulam Rassul, the trainer responsible 

for Schindowal, called out to us from 20 meters above that it was not far, we were almost there. We 

had long since lost faith in these promises. At some point, however, we reached a small dark 

anteroom where the shoes of teachers and students were standing. We too took off our shoes and 

pushed our way into the classroom - perhaps 2.50 m wide and 3 m long. 25 to 30 women and 

children were sitting there. We visitors - four employees from OFARIN headquarters and four 

foreigners - also somehow found room. I stood at the front next to the blackboard and translated the 

questions of the journalists and the answers of the schoolgirls.  

On the other side of the blackboard, I noticed a child of no more than five years old sitting there 

quietly. The child could not look at you. The eyeballs were completely twisted. Opposite the child, in 

the first row of students, sat a younger woman and next to her slightly larger children. I asked. Yes, 

she was the mother. Next to her were her children. The girl in front was blind. She had to bring it 

with her so that she could take part in the lessons. Then I had to translate again. 

But I didn't need any more information to start OFARIN's social routines. Nagib, OFARIN's engineer, 

knows a very reliable ophthalmologist. He has a practice in the city center. He performs operations at 

the Noor Clinic, a renowned Christian eye hospital. We will have the whole family examined by him. 

Ghulam Rassul, OFARIN's top dog in Shindoval, knew surprisingly little about the family, although he 

is well acquainted with the residents of Shindoval.  

The situation became clearer when our colleagues Nassiba and Tooba visited "the family". The 

mother of the blind girl who had been sitting next to the blackboard is called Khurshid. She has six 

other children. Her husband was killed in a bomb attack several years ago. Khurshid lives with 

Zachera, her sister, and her children. Zachera is also a widow. Zachera lived with her husband and 

children in Baghlan province. As the situation there became more and more insecure, the family 

decided to move to Kabul. On the way, they got into a battle between Taliban and government 

troops. Their vehicle crashed. The husband and two daughters were killed. Zachera was injured in the 

head. 

The two sisters now live together with ten children in a small room measuring 3 m x 2.5 m and a 

small windowless anteroom. Five other similarly sized rooms with an anteroom form a block of flats. 

It is full of children. For each of the six accommodations, each tenant pays 4000 Afghani, about 45 €. 

OFARIN pays 2000 Afghani a month for each teacher who teaches 90 minutes a day. The state 

teacher, who works full time, receives 6000 Afghani. All six tenants have access to a communal toilet. 

The residents pay extra fees for its frequent emptying, as well as for the drinking water supply and 

electricity. Khurshid and Zachera pay 7000 Afghani per month for rent and additional costs.  
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The sisters have no income at all. If the neighbors had not given them food again and again, children 

would already have died. They already owe two gross rents. The dismissal threatens. But who is not 

threatened here? Who is supposed to enforce evictions here? People are still streaming into Kabul 

from the embattled provinces. Rents for simple accommodation are skyrocketing to unaffordable 

heights. 

Tooba and Nassiba had to take care of the case because there are no men in the household. That is 

why Ghulam Rassul knew almost nothing about the case. He is not allowed to stick his nose into a 

widow's household. Tooba and Nassiba are allowed to. I wish their empathy and sense for social 

problems on many a welfare worker who is behind her lap-top in a German social welfare office.  

Nassiba and Tooba first bought food for the widows and their children. Shopping alone was a 

problem for the widows. When one of them left the shelter, her children screamed and wailed. 

OFARIN's ladies paid one month's rent. Then they went to the eye doctor. He determined that 

Amena, Khurshid's youngest daughter, and Mohmen, Zachera's eldest son, needed surgery and had a 

chance of success.  

Two days later, Mohmen's first eye was operated on. We had chosen the twelve-year-old boy to be 

the first to relieve the women. If he can see something, he can go shopping. In addition, mother and 

aunt are then freed from the stigma of living without "male protection". An eye operation turns 

twelve-year-old Mohmen into an adult.  

The pre-treatment for the operation was thorough. More measurements had to be taken on 

Mohmen than on an adult patient. The operation succeeded brilliantly. The hospital also helped us 

with the costs. Mohmen received sunglasses to protect him against the bright light. A follow-up 

examination is still due. After all, the treatment will cost us at most 25 €. Of course, Mohmen's other 

eye will also have to be operated on, as will Amena's other eyes. In addition, another specialist must 

take care of Zachera's head injury. We do not know yet how much this will cost. But our engineer 

Nagib knows a specialist for that as well.  

Now everything is stagnating. It is Id. But right after the holidays the first operation of Amena will 

take place. The second eye of Mohmen will be operated at the earliest four weeks after the first one. 

Some of you will have broken down what is happening to the cost by now and come to the 

conclusion that I am reporting on a trifle. The medical treatments are still ongoing. We hope they go 

as happily as they did for Mohmen's first eye. Thanks to the philanthropic pricing of the Noor Clinic, 

OFARIN's eye treatments will not cost €200. Somewhat more obscure will be future expenses for 

rent and food. Perhaps OFARIN can employ Khurshid or Zachera as a storekeeper or cleaning lady. 

With that, the two would still be far from being able to pay the gross rent. But even if no permanent 

solution can be found, the monthly cost of housing and feeding the twelve people is in the order of a 

good meal for two in a decent German restaurant. It is true: If one abstracts from what the aid 

means for the affected women and their children, the costs are a trifle, which OFARIN will cover from 

its emergency medical aid fund.  

This was an isolated case. Certainly, there are many more families in Shindoval alone who could be 

effectively helped by intervening in the way we did for Khurshid and Zachera. To help all of them 

would quickly exhaust OFARIN's budget. Even if we gave up our teaching and ran a social welfare 

program instead, we would never be able to help enough.   

We are convinced that education can and will help Afghanistan. Khurshid, who attended classes with 

all her children in their misery, also saw it that way. 
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But of course, we cannot simply pass by the misery that affects our students or teachers. These are 

people who learn and work with us. They can only do that if they live in conditions where they can 

learn and work. We could not leave Khurshid and Zachera alone in their misfortune. We also help 

families of students and teachers who have fallen into economic hardship due to Corona and other 

diseases. But we must limit social aid to the people who work and study at OFARIN. Otherwise, our 

actions will sink in the sea of social emergency aid, which is needed everywhere in Afghanistan. 

The visit to Shindoval took place at the beginning of our stay in Afghanistan. Our journalistic guests 

demanded our full attention. They had to gather a lot of other information. When they left after a 

week and a half, we got an overview of what we were going to do ourselves. That's right! We wanted 

to apply for residence visas. Only now we realized that Id was just around the corner. This should not 

have happened to old travelers. The near Id was the Feast of Sacrifice, which follows the Hajj, the 

pilgrimage to Mecca. It is the greatest festival in Islam. Together with the immediately preceding 

holiday of Arafa, Id forms a complex of four holidays. However, these have their own private 

preliminaries. At home, one has to prepare and clean a lot of things. Even after the official holidays, 

not everyone returns to work immediately. 

And so, our employees did not find the high officials who should have stamped our application for a 

residence visa in their ministries. A residence visa could no longer be obtained. Our entry visa 

remained the legal basis of our stay. And that still expired during the Id days. We have to start our 

return journey already on Thursday, July 22nd, after which we can be reached again in Germany. 

Markus Wanzeck has just sent us the article for the “Frankfurter Rundschau” for correction. 

Unfortunately, he had to shorten it because of the Olympic Games, which were not expected by 

then. The article will appear in the FR on Wednesday, July 21.    

 Best regards, 

Peter Schwittek 

 

 

 

 

 

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version) 


